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Bringing you up to date on KMA’s unique architectural product collection! 

Summer is Here!  June brings in the season of summer, and the season of Neocon! New 
product launches, and viewing the showrooms is always super exciting. But we all know the 
best part is testing out the furniture, while giving our legs and feet a bit of a rest. 

In our newsletter this month we’ll be highlighting some of our furniture products that we think 
will make a great addition to projects. 
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Brig Lounge:  

Brig (pronounced BREEG) Lounge is luxury soft seating. Designed to create 

configurations that allow people to visualize their own personal space and with 

combinations facing in various directions.  Brig  seats are generous in scale 

and easily separated with tables to allow a natural physical distance. Available 

with integrated power and with a focus on people, materials and upholstery. 

Brig Lounge is a soft seating system that can respond to the ever evolving 

context of work.  

First we’ll introduce some of our Nienkamper Products. This line is available in 

all of our territories, and is based out of Toronto. 

Vox Hex: 

 Designed to provide enhanced privacy in an open   

office world, Vox® Hex is a refined workstation that 

looks and feels more like a private office. With its 

unique Hexagon shape, Vox® Hex makes the most   

efficient use of available floor space. Without          

compromising the open office/work community ideal, 

Vox® Hex provides delineation of space and can be 

grouped in a multitude of space-efficient configurations 

all whilst providing maximum privacy between users.  

MagPower Tables: 

People move. Furniture moves. Introducing MagPower Tables by renowned designer Carl Magnusson. Power and   

charging solutions for people and furniture on the move. The new MagPower is a versatile collection of mobile and       

stationery, multi-purpose tables ideally suited for focused individual, small groups and various training activities. This     

dynamic modular table system is designed to provide a functional, clutter-free work surface and charging station for work 

zones that require no hard wiring. Reimagine power and charging with the most flexible table collection for commercial 

spaces. MagPower features a battery-rechargeable wireless USB A + C power, cleverly mounted in the table leg where 

wire management is integrated in the design of the legs to maintain a seamless aesthetic. Optional surface mounted   

Simple Forums for power and data available pre-wired or site wired with cable conduits to bring cables to the floor.  



KMA & Associates strives to be your # 1 resource when it comes to specifying architectural products and furnishings. 

Please reach out for assistance with your next project. 

KMA & Associates 

***Please check out our website at www.kma.bz and like us on Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn to see all the latest and greatest news from KMA!*** 

Muraflex Quadro 

 

Martin Brattrud, Available in our Ohio territory. 

Based in Gardena California. 

Bloom: 

 Exploring forms that feel familiar yet new, playful yet elegant, 

Ayse Birsel and Bibi Seck drew inspiration from the goblet drums 

of West Africa, champagne corks from dinner parties, and forest 

mushrooms from their kids'      summer camps. Bloom distills 

these familiar, often celebratory forms with a soft, organic, and 

playful hand. 

 

 Bloom comes in 2 expressions—a monolithic built-to-the-floor 

version or a light and airy metal rod base. Both have a swivel seat. 

As an option, you can cap the bottom of the built-to-the-floor 

Bloom in powder-coated metal for a more layered material and 

color expression. Three heights are available, with the tallest two 

incorporating a circular metal foot ring. Bloom can be upholstered 

in two knitted fabrics from Kvadrat Febrik, each available in a wide 

range of colors.  

Leland Furniture, available in our Indiana and Kentucky territories. 

Based in Grand Rapids, Michigan. 

Omena Side Chair: 

 Inspired by nature in color, form, and spirit, Omena blends right into café spaces, private offices, casual lounge 
spaces, and collaborative settings. Between the rolling seat and the subtle curvature of the legs, the design has 
an unmistakably calming presence. Available as a chair and a stool, Omena takes tried-and-true construction, 
and reimagines it for today’s preferred style of work—open, authentic, free. 

When a person arrives at Omena, they find more than a place to sit. They find their element. 

Heceta Stools: 

 An efficient and timeless silhouette gets a modern mastering. Heceta stools meld 

faceted and smoothed forms to prove once again that the details make the design. 

Made of solid Ash or solid Walnut, Heceta’s sculpted seat conceals a swivel that  

automatically returns to center. Opt for a natural cork seat for added softness and 

warm material mix. A tubular steel foot ring offers an opportunity for a dash of color. 

Available in bar, counter, and dining heights.  


